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Meeting summary 
At least 59 participants total 
5 from 495 Metrowest area; 
6 from the Blackstone valley;  
22 from the C-13;     
9 from the R-11;  
6 CMRPC;   
7 state wide or multi regional organizations; 
4 other state agencies;  
13 who rsvp’d yes or maybe who did not attend. 

 
Small Group notes 

 
PPAs 
Kurt and Trish 
 

- A PDA in the Rural-11 please 
- Extend Route 49 (need resources to avoid travel) 
- SCORP and Federal plans call for connecting urban populations to rural recreation (some 

pending) 
- Not all rural towns are “cutsy”, some have industrial core, had rail lines once that were 

used for agricultural transport. 
- Wants to be able to walk to shop 
- Get agricultural products to market in new ways 
- Population loss as an issue; want to avoid long commute (longest commute in the 

nation) 
- Reuse Rutland State Hospital. 
- DCR properties underutilized; some need rehab; some are hard to access 
- Howe Park, Spencer State Forest as an alternative resource, destination 
- CCC era buildings should be rehabbed and used. 
- Rt 31 should be an investment priority 
- Rt 122 Scenic Byway Paxton to Petersham.  Tap in to.  “Go out there and you will find…”  

Kiosks with directions and information coming soon 
 
 
 
 



 
Commercial and Industrial Areas 
Chris and Victor 
 
Incentives 

- Difficult for towns 
- Requirements for out of state businesses 
- Changes in criteria 
- “teeth” of programs missing (job creation) 
- Types of incentives appropriate for towns that require town meeting 

 
Access 

- Rail assets, other modes to facilitate site development 
- Programs/in to promote greater access 
- Potential for freight rail to move passengers.  Capacity? 
- Study system capacities 
- Access available, but environmental considerations are prohibitive 
- Types of industry 
- Distance from 495 Boston… 

o “Lack of cohesive marketing”; Biotech 
- Incentives for incubator space 

 
 

Town and Village Centers 
Eric and Larry F. 
 
Mixed use and Mill Redevelopment 
Keeping Charm is Challenging. 
Private sector investment versus Planners goals; with infill 
“Easier to dig a hole” versus Brownfield 
Helps Feds and State have Id’d 
What do you get from tax benefit? 
“Creating a sense of place” 
Some places don’t have a downtown 
But find places to put residential without special permit? 
With existing 
Issues with infrastructure 
Increasing traffic 
 
#2 
Central Mass and percentage of state PDAs versus other regions 
Sturbridge example of community investing a lot of money and time 



The sites identified as state PDAs are “Rehash” and have been progressing 20 years and they 
are generally moving forward. 
Do they need this process? 
Voted those areas have needed planning funds 
Not spread out more 
West Boylston already progressing with Worcester Corporate Center. 
Disappointed no Rural-11 PDAs 
Surprised by Sturbridge development in and around 20/84/90 
Sturbridge has PPAs nearby and especially with river as a development opportunity. 
Tourism and related economic development opportunities exist in Sturbridge 
 
#2 part 2 
Little consideration of need in the area 
Balance to bringing in new sites and progressing others 
More parity; size; wealth 
5 year review 
Southbridge as a hub type of community; decaying building infrastructure 
 
#3 Challenges 
Parking 
Transit 
Pedestrians 
Services where people are 
Building code 
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